Abstract. According to Bennett's model of cytogenetics the spatial order in haploid chromosome complements is based on a similarity relation which gives rise to a multigraph G which is the edge-disjoint union of two of its subgraphs G\ and G2. For even chromosome numbers n Bennett's model postulates that the order of the n chromosomes is given by a Hamiltonian circuit of G alternating in the edges of Gi and G2. However, such a Hamiltonian circuit does not always exist. We impose a weak condition on the similarity relation and prove that under this condition the assumed Hamiltonian circuit does exist for all even chromosome numbers n < 50, which settles the case for all biological relevant species with n pairs of chromosomes. Moreover we study the structure of the graph G in respect to cycle decompositions and possible generalizations of our results.
Introduction
An individual chromosome in a cell of a eucaryotic organism consists of a short arm and of a long arm which are linked at the so-called centromere. During a certain stage of cell division, called metaphase, the centromeres of the n chromosomes of a haploid complement have approximately the form of a plane regular n-gon in which the arms of the chromosomes axe stretched to the outside. According to Bennett's model ( [1] , [2] , [3] ) the arms are arranged in such a way that always two short arms and two long arms are adjacent with one possible exception, if n is odd. Moreover, adjacent arms are assumed to be of "most similar size". However, preparing the cell for the electron microscope often destroys the assumed order, but usually allows to identify the individual arms of the chromosomes and to measure their lengths. In order to understand the mechanism of pairing (in areas like medicine, plant breeding, and genetic engineering) it may be important to know the original order of the chromosomes. To solve the problem of reconstructing the order of the chromosomes on the basis of arm lengths, Bennett recommended a procedure which in terms of mathematics runs as follows:
Let s" and l" denote the short arm and the long arm of chromosome v, u = 1,2,..., n. All short arms s v , the lengths of which are assumed to be pairwise different, and all long arms l v which are also assumed to be pairwise different in length, are separately ranked in descending order of size. This ranking gives rise to two chains of indices S and L referring to the short and long arms, respectively. Without loss of generality we assume that S = (1,2,..., n) (which means that we will have to change the numbers usually assigned to the chromosomes in biology), so that L = (7rl,7r2,... ,-rm) for an appropriate permutation 7r € S n (symmetric group on n letters). Hence any measurement of the arm-lengths corresponds to a unique permutation 7T € S n -Next we interpret the notion "most similar size" of arms: For p, q € {1,2,..., n},p / <7 we say that two short arms s p and s q are k-similar, if \p -q\ < k, and analogously we call two long arms l np , l nq fc-similar, if \p -q\ < k. li k = 1, the arms have to be immediate neighbours in S and L, respectively. This is what Bennett originally suggested, yet the concept had to be weakened by /e-similarity because of mathematical inconsistencies (cf. the results on 1-similarity given below). We therefore assume that adjacent pairs of "most similar arms" within the chromosome arrangements during metaphase have to be fc-similar for an appropriate small k to be specified later on.
The original order of the chromosomes can be considered as a permutation (hi, h2,..., hn) of (1,2, ...,n) where (1,2, ...,n) refers to S. We (partly) fix h by requiring that (hl,h2) should always be a pair of indices of adjacent long arms, so that (h2, h3), (M, h5),... axe pairs of indices of adjacent short arms which implies that |/i(2i) -/i(2i+l)| < A: for i = 1,2,..., [ §J (where J indicates the greatest integer < For even n we assume that h(n + 1) = Picking pairs of fc-similar long arms from L then means to find a permutation p G S n with \p(2i -
Therefore, given a 7r € S n we look for a representation 7r = hp~1 with p,h € S n such that
If such a representation exists we call IT k-admissible, and if this is true for all 7T € S n we say that S n is ¿-admissible.
However, if IT is fc-admissible and tt = hp -1 , h is not uniquely determined (unless k = 1 and n is even), so that some more biological aspects have to be taken into account.
For odd n, S n is only 1-admissible for n = 1, 3,5 ([4] ) and for even n obviously 1-admissibility makes only sense for all 7r if n = 2. On the other hand it was shown in [5] that S n is 3-admissible for all even n, from which one can easily derive that S n is 3-admissible for all n.
So the case k = 2 remains. For n odd it is an open question whether S n is 2-admissible for all n. (Computer calculations suggest this to be true.) For even n it has been proved in [5] that S> n is 2-admissible if and only if n ^ 12.
That S n is not 2-admissible for even n > 14 could be due to the fact that the following situation (which is reasonable to rule out from the biologial point of view) was not excluded, namely that two different chromosomes whose short arms are immediate neighbours within S have also their long arms as immediate neighbours within L, more precisely: there exist i,j € {1,2,..., LfJ} with i ± j such that [tt(2i -1),ir(2i)] = [2j -1,2j]. ([a,b} denotes the unordered pair of a and b). If such a situation does not occur, 1.e. if there is not such a pair (i,j), we call 7r 2-circuit free, and if all 2-circuit free 7r € S n are 2-admissible we will call the subset S n of all 2-circuit free 7r G S n 2-admissible.
In this paper we present a method which allows us to prove that S n is 2-admissible for all n < 50 and which might give some clue how to settle the general case. (As for its biological relevance the solution of the general case is more of academic interest, because most of the species of interest have less than 50 pairs of chromosomes).
The graph theoretic model
If not specified otherwise, admissibility will always refer to 2-admissibility and only 2-circuit free permutations of even numbers of chromosomes will be taken into account.
Given the chains 5 = (1,2,..., n) and L = (7rl, 7t2, ..., im) we define three unoriented multigraphs Gs = (V,ES),GL = ('V,EL) and G = (V,E) by taking F = {l,2,...,n}asa common set of vertices and defining edgesets ES, EL and E as follows:
Es •= {M | 1 < \P ~ q\ < 2},E l := {[7rp,7tq\ \ 1 < \p -q\ < 2} and E := ESUEL with ESC\EL -0. We will refer to edges of ES as blue edges and to edges of EL as red. Gs has the 1-factor Si := {[2i -l, 2i] \ i = 1,2,..., and G L has the 1-factor Li := {[tt(2i -l),7r(2i)] | i = 1,2,..., §}. The disjoint union of SI and L\ is a 2-factor of G consisting of a set C(Si,Li) of circuits alternating in blue and red edges.
Representing ir in the form ir = hp can be transformed by successively applying «-transformations of S\ and (3-transformations of L\ into a quadratic factor C(S\, L\) of G which only consists of one circuit, which then is the desired alternating Hamiltonian circuit of G.
We can also describe this differently: Let C\,... ,C r denote all pairwise different circuits of C(S\, L\) and let us consider S and L as paths of G connecting 1 to n and 7rl to 7rn, respectively. Assigning to every edge of S the circuit Cj to which it belongs defines a sequence SCs := C^, C{ 2 ,..., Cj t , the elements of which are in C(S\, L\). Analogously, we obtain a sequence SCL •= Cj 1 , Cj 2 ,..., Cj u when we assign to every edge of L the circuit to which it belongs. If an a-transformation is performed between Ci k and Cj fc+1 (consecutive in SCs), no cc-transformation is possible between Ci k _ 1 and Ci k and between Ci k+l and Ci k+2 . An analogous statement is true for /^-transformations. Now we define a further graph Gc by taking C\,... ,C r as its vertex set and all pairs of consecutive circuits occurring in SCs and SCL as edges. This way a-and /^-transformations can be considered as the selection of certain edges of Gc which we will call a-and ¡3-edges, and SCs and SCL can be considered as Eulerian lines of GCFinding a Hamiltonian circuit H in Gc then means to select a-and /3-edges which are not consecutive in the Eulerian lines SCs and SCL, respectively, such that the union of all selected a-and /3-edges is a connected spanning subgraph of Gc-Such a subgraph will be called a solving subgraph, and, if it is reduced to a spanning tree (which of course suffices), we will speak of a solving tree.
To point out that a graph, a system of circuits, a sequence or any other object belongs to a certain permutation ir we will add tt as a subscript or add 7r in brackets.
Summing up we have shown: occurs exactly twice within the sequence SCs and SCL, respectively. If not stated differently we will assume from now on that IR belongs to S UI 4 , and that C N (SI, L\) is the set {Ki/Ki is a 4-circuit , i = 1,2,..., m} with n = 4m.
Let K m (7r) denote the smallest number of connected components a graph can have that one can obtain from C 7r (Si,Li) by only applying a-transformations. Clearly, such a graph can also be considered as a subgraph A a of Gc consisting of a-edges only.
Let fa;] denote the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. 3 . We agree on linking Ki to Ki 3 and proceed along the Eulerian line SCs towards its end by changing incidences as described above. If a newly produced singleton is linked to its successor K s within SCs such that the connected component to which K s originally belongs consists of more than two vertices, no more singleton is coming up and the process ends in which case we say that the singleton Ki has vanished. If Ki does not vanish we end up at the end of SCs w ith a singleton, say K m , which can be the last element of SCL or the last but one element, if SCL ends with a loop K m , K m . If SCL does not end with a loop we repeat the described procedure at the second position, where K m occurs, which shows that K m will vanish. Next we apply our procedure to any other singleton among the connected components of For K M = 4 we consider a special sequence SCL that corresponds to a system C N (SI, L\) with the property that all but one circuits occur at least four times within SCL> namely C3, C3, C2, C3, C2, C3, C4, C4,..., C4 and all sequences which one obtains from this sequence by differently arranging the segment C3, C2, C3, C2 (in the middle). In any case this segment can be united into one circuit by /3-transformations, and this circuit can be attached to C\ and to C\ by linking C\ and C4 to C3 outside of the segment, respectively. • THEOREM 3.1. S n is 2-admissible for n < 50.
Proof. For every 7r € < §48,4 Lemma 3.1 shows that «12 < = 4, and by Lemma 3.3 these at most 4 connected components can be chosen in such a way that at most one component is an isolated vertex. By Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.1 this implies that there is a choice C N (SI, ¿1) with = 1, unless «12 = 4 and SCL is critical. The case that SCL is critical is settled by Lemma 3.5. Hence, all 7r 6 £48,4 are 2-admissible, and by the same arguments this applies to all 7r G 5^4 with m < 12. From this we can infer by Lemma 3.1 that S n is 2-admissible for all n with n < 50.
• The result obtained in Theorem 3.1 is far beyond the reach of any calculations that can be carried out by means of a computer, because n! permutations have to be taken into account. So there is little hope of finding a 2-circuit free permutation of S n for n > 5 that is not 2-admissible by using a computer, if there should exist such a permutation. Our conjecture, which is more of academic than practical interest because with n < 50 all practical cases are essentially settled, is that S n is 2-admissible for all even n. We think that by adopting the methods we have developed in this paper it could be possible to obtain a proof.
